
Features for Optical Flow Based Gait Classi�cationUsing HMMsDorthe Meyer � and Heinrich NiemannUniversity of Erlangen{Nuremberg,Chair for Pattern Recognition (Informatik 5)Martenstr. 3, D-91058 Erlangen, GermanyEmail: demeyer@informatik.uni-erlangen.deAbstractThis paper describes several features used in asystem for automatic gait analysis. In most clin-ical systems markers are used to determine thetrajectories. We use features derived from theoptical ow �eld to recognize di�erent kinds ofgait like walking, hopping, running, and limping.This method does not presume any markers. Ev-ery sequence of images produces a sequence offeature vectors. These vectors are regarded asrandom variables. They are used to train hiddenMarkov models for di�erent kinds of gait. Themodels are used for gait classi�cation.1 IntroductionApplication of gait analysis can be found in sev-eral �elds, for example medical diagnosis, physi-cal therapy and sports. It is used to receive in-formation about gait disorders of patients withknee or hip pain, or tumors. It is also possibleto control cycles of motion for rehabilitation ortraining.In most medical examination systems the tra-jectories are determined by markers which are at-tached to several points of the body. The majorproblems using markers are exact positioning andthe shifting of the skin surface when the personis moving, which causes variations of the markerpositions. Patients also may feel obstructed walk-ing with stickers all over their body.The evaluation in clinics is mostly done by thedoctor using his experience. Our aim is to de-�The author is member of the Graduiertenkolleg 3{DImage Analysis and Synthesis sponsored by the GermanResearch Foundation (DFG).

velop a system which classi�es the gait automat-ically without the use of markers.Other approaches for action recognition usejust the local motion information for classi�ca-tion. [2] computes a binary motion image and amotion history image to describe the history ofmotion in a blurred sequence. [5] computes localmotion statistics in xyt{cells. The feature vectorconsists of the summed normal ow in each cell.The classi�cation of periodic action is done by a3{D template match. [3] computes features fromthe optical ow �eld. The di�erence of the phaseof these features in periodic actions are used forrecognizing people by their characteristic gait.[6] uses the gray level values of rows andcolumns in an image sequence or in di�erence im-ages to extract features for gesture recognition.He uses hidden Markov models (HMMs) and aneural net for classi�cation. [1] obtains 3{D dataof body parts from a stereo blob tracker and clas-si�es gestures by coupled HMMs.The approach presented in this contributiondoes not presume any markers. We use featuresextracted from the optical ow �eld. To reducethe e�ect of background noise we detect the per-son by the di�erence of two succeeding frames.The size of the person is used for normalization.The recognition is done by hidden Markov mod-els. In this paper we investigate di�erent kindsof features and their use for gait classi�cation.The paper is structured as follows. In section2 we introduce the approach and describe the useof hidden Markov models for gait classi�cation.We give an overview on the system. Section 3describes the di�erent features we used for exper-iments which we present in section 4. An outlookon future work is given in section 5.
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Figure 1: Overview on the system2 OverviewThe system classi�es di�erent kinds of gait likewalking, running, hopping and limping withoutdetecting body parts or using markers. The per-son is detected in an image sequence using the dif-ference image of two succeeding frames. A regionwhere the person is moving is computed. Fromthe �rst di�erence image we obtain the size ofthe person. An image and the used sub imageare shown in Figure 2.The extraction of image features is done by theoptical ow �eld. We compute several featureswhich are described in the following section. Weextract one observation vector from two succeed-ing frames, so N + 1 images lead to N vectors.The dimension of the vectors is determined bythe number of extracted features.The observed feature vector in the n{th frameis denoted by on, so the whole observed se-quence will be described by a random variableO = ho1; : : : ;oN i. Human gait contains a peri-odic and a translatoric component, but only theperiodic component will be used for classi�cation.One period of walking consists of a left and aright step. A sequence usually consists of morethan two steps.The classi�cation is done by hidden Markovmodels [4]. We use discrete HMMs. The out-put vectors on are quantized before training the

HMMs and testing the sequences. The HMMs(�;A;B) consist of I states S = fS1; : : : ; SIg.In the training phase the initial state probability�, the state transition probability matrix A andthe output probabilityB are computed. We con-sider HMMs of degree one, the actual state justdepends on the preceding state.For every kind of gait 
�, � = f1; : : : ; 4g, oneHMM is trained. In the classi�cation phase theprobabilities for each HMM to generate the ob-servation sequence are computed and maximized,which means argmax� p(Oj(�;A;B)�) has to befound. This is the optimal classi�er if we considerthe apriori probability as equal for all classes.3 FeaturesFor classi�cation of gait without determine thespeed of someone walking, we use periodic fea-tures. We compute several features and use com-binations of them for the classi�cation. All ofthem are derived directly from the optical ow�eld and the di�erence image. In order to reducebackground noise only the region of the imagewhere someone moving is detected is taken intoconsideration.The velocity vector v(x; y) consists of compo-nents in x{ and y{direction which are denoted



Figure 2: Image of a walking person. The subimage shown by the box is used for feature ex-traction.u(x; y) and v(x; y). The mean of these vectors is�u = Pu(x; y)number of vectors ;�v = P v(x; y)number of vectors :The kinetic energy depends on the square ofthe velocity and we consider the mass of the per-sons to be distributed equally. Another feature isthe mean of the energy�wkin = P jv(x; y)j2number of vectors :The center of gravity of the velocity and theenergy is denoted asyS; �jvj = P jv(x; y)j � yP jv(x; y)j ;yS;wkin = P jv(x; y)j2 � yP jv(x; y)j2 :It varies more if for example the foot is movingfast and the trunk does not move and less if thewhole body moves slowly.We also consider the main direction whichvaries in the whole sequence periodicallytan� = �v�u:The variance is�u2 = P (u(x; y) � �u)2(number of vectors) � 1 ;�v2 = P (v(x; y) � �v)2(number of vectors) � 1 :
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Figure 3: Flow image of a walking person. Threeregions in y{direction are shown.Other features are computed by dividing theregion of a person into several sections along thex{ or the y{ axes and compute the features forevery region. This results in more features persequence and a higher dimensional feature vector.An example for 3 regions in y{direction is shownin Figure 3. The vector image is computed fromthe sub image in Figure 2. Using the mean of allthree regions we get a six dimensional vector.All features described above are periodic, butthere is one disadvantage: they depend on thedistance of the person to the camera. The ow ofsomeone walking with the same speed in di�erentdistances parallel to the camera will be di�erentin each case. A small person also moves withsmaller displacements of his body parts than alarge one. A normalization concerning the size ofa person is needed.The normalized features of the mean dependon the size of the person which is denoted by Gand is derived from the �rst di�erence image ofthe sequence. The mean and scattering become�u0 = �uG; �v0 = �vG;S0u = SuG ; S0v = SvG :The feature describing the center of gravityshould be invariant against shifting the image in



recognition rate�u, �v 42 %�u0, �v0 55 %wkin 51 %w0kin 51 %Table 1: Recognition rates for normalized andnon{normalized featuresy{direction, so this is also taken into considera-tion. y0 is the y{coordinate of the foot, the lowestdetected point of a person,y0S = yS � y0G :4 ExperimentsWe performed experiments with 243 sequences of18 di�erent persons. 64 of them show someonewalking, 52 limping, 64 hopping and 63 running.The persons have di�erent size and di�erent dis-tances to the camera. We trained several HMMsfor every kind of gait, with di�erent training sets.So every sequence was tested with a HMM notcontaining the sequence itself.Table 1 shows the e�ects of normalization. Us-ing the mean of the x{ and y{component ofthe vector �eld, the recognition rates increasefrom 42 % to 55 %. Using non{normalized fea-tures results in person dependent and distance{dependent recognition. Small people and personsin large distance to the camera are for example of-ten detected as limping. The kinetic energy doesnot show this e�ect.The results for other features are shown intable 2. Regarding just the scattering withoutthe mean of the velocities does not include muchinformation on the motion. Combining severalfeatures results in the highest recognition rates.This will be taken into consideration by dividingthe region into more than 3 regions.5 FutureThe ow �eld we used is very dense, but it has thedisadvantage that there is smoothing in space.This means that di�erent body parts moving intodi�erent directions cannot be distinguished in the�eld. We will perform experiments with other
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